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"Pontormo, a Painters Perception."

Pontermo’s Continuing Presence in Painting

While re-reading Vasari’s Lives of the Artists, I discovered that in his youth
Pontormo had studied with Leonardo and of course- in the drawings there it is- that
extended, flowing, naturally rhythmic, sensuously logical, gracious line. This is not
Andrea del Sarto. Pontormo’s line reveals a foundation evident only in Leonardo.
In the early seventies, while making installation exhibitions, I spent time in Florence.
During those prolonged stays I studied every Pontormo in the area including the
drawings in the Uffizi. I frequented the Certosa. Once I stayed near the Ponte Vechio
on the other side of the Arno, close to Sta. Felicita, which houses the Capponi Chapel.
Every morning on the way to work I would stop, study and marvel at this
magnificent, radically innovative painting. On my return I would stop again. Seldom
have I seen work which moved me on so many levels. My eyes, which, for me are a
direct filter to my feelings, fell in love. Pontormo’s understanding of how to project
emotion through paint and structure, while challenging all preceding painting, has
reverberated in many subtle ways throughout my life’s work.
Throughout painting history eyes are an interesting study. Before my many long
stays in Florence I primarily associated Florence with Giotto and Sienese eyes,
which are almost Egyptian in their dark, slanted, linear elongation. And interestingly
enough, many women in Siena still look like those early paintings. Eyes for
Pontormo became his own special discovery. His was a new way of seeing and
painting eyes. Each pair of dark, deepened eyes is set back from the plane of the face,
even babies and children have sunken eyes. Pontormo seems to have changed the
then language of eye painting.
Each pair of eyes in the Sta. Felicita Deposition and Annunciation not only express
the emotions depicted in the painting they also mark a certain sensitive, elliptical
movement within the painting’s overall composition. It’s as if the structure of those
somewhat languid bodies are somehow being dictated, almost hung from the eyes,
all the while balancing and descending toward the lower right hand corner of the
panel.

In the Uffizi there is a small red and black chalk study drawing of St. Joseph for the
Pala Pucci. Because it is drawing, Pontormo lets his chalk wander freely. Pontormo
trained his drawing hand to think. Lines run everywhere collecting into mass
forming both structure and freedom. There is a seemingly unexplainable line on the
right side of the head which begins as a small truncated ellipse surrounding the light
of that sunken eye. Bending on the upper cheekbone it then descends down the right
side of the face disappearing into the bearded cheek, only to unexpectedly reappear
briefly on the neck. This drawing is thought to have been a careful study taken from

the discovery in 1506 of the Hellenistic sculpture, Laocoon and his Sons, which in
some way came to epitomize agony and suffering in western art.
Every artist, whether intentionally or not, transfers their own inner light into their
work. Traditionally, in the academy, great emphasis was placed on the way shadow
and light falls on a page or in a painting. This academic concept of light did not
change until the early twentieth century perhaps beginning with The Fauvists,
Mondrian, the Russian constructivists and of course Matisse. Change in color is no
longer dependent on shadow and light to express it’s voice. Instead, it assumes that
each pigment has it’s own particular power, strength and illumination. That by
deliberately placing one pigment next to another, light thrusts, engages the viewer,
shines and illuminates the painting.
While, in some instances, Pontormo followed the tradition of darkening hues to
depict light and shadow, he very often simply painted shadow by changing colors
within the same shape, for instance from flesh color to bright pink, from bright light
yellow to bright light blue. His color vision was several centuries ahead of his time.
And then, as it always does in a great painter, the drawing practice shows. He
outlines the pink shadow of a flesh colored arm with an even brighter pink line. The
profiles of the body shapes, as they relate both to the mass of the bodies and to the
sheer cut into the backgrounds from which they emerge, is a testament to drawing.
Every painting student at some time or other is given an assignment to make a work
using the ugliest colors possible. Invariably a majority of the class make a work
using bright pink and some form of bright green. These colors, however, occur
beautifully and frequently in nature. Think for instance of petunias, certain roses,
and some peonies. The list is long. These are the colors of Mannerist painting.
Pontermo may have been guided by seeing some of Michelangelo’s then seemingly
radical color departures in the Sistine Chapel but it was Pontormo who first formed
the mannerist color palette. Clearly, Pontormo studied flowers carefully often
emulating the way one color mass is broken with another as well as utilizing
seemingly radical color combinations. To this day I am both passionate, humbled
and inspired before his work.
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